






City of Phoenix Strategic Technology Plan 2022 - 2026 

INTRODUCTION 

As the fifth largest city in the United States, the City of Phoenix is at the leading edge of delivering technology

driven public services. With over 17 million external visits (pageviews) to the City's phoenix.gov website, 17,000 

end user computers operated and supported, and over 1,250 business applications supporting City services, it 
goes without saying the City of Phoenix is an extremely large and complex enterprise. This Strategic Technology 

Plan will serve as the Information Technology Services (ITS) department's compass to focus and prioritize limited 

staff and financial resources to not only improve our city's services and how they are provided today, but also 

enable the city services and capabilities we envision for tomorrow. 

This plan will be reviewed, and progress reported annually to ensure continuous alignment between the Mayor, 
City Council, City Manager's Office, and ITS in achieving the strategic goals and objectives set forth in this plan. 

INFORMATION TECHNOL�GY SERVICES 

OUR VISION 

To be recognized a s  the best-in-cl a s s  IT serv ices organization within municipa l  

government. 

OUR SUPPORTING MISSION 

Deliver secure. responsible. sustainable. and f lexible IT services. solutions . and 

governance for the City of Phoenix. 

STRATEGIC FRAMEWORK 

This Strategic Technology Plan was developed using a time-tested, strategic framework to align and ultimately 
link its strategic goals, objectives, and supporting initiatives to critical success criteria or metrics. By doing so, ITS 

will be able to track our progress towards achieving each goal and, more importantly, know when we have met 
that goal. 

At its foundation, this strategic framework serves as the building block and roadmap for the city to accomplish 

five core strategic goals. Each goal (or strategy) has been deliberately set after much thought, reflection, and 
feedback by city leadership and staff. These goals set the "bar" for what we, the City of Phoenix, want from IT 

and the deliverers of IT in support of city operations and services to our residents. While achieving this "bar" 

may not be easy, the direction set by this plan, coupled with the indomitable spirit and dedication of city IT staff, 
makes this "bar" attainable 

This plan includes objectives and supporting metrics for each strategic goal. Following this process for each 
strategic goal establishes a logical and defensible linkage between goals, objectives, and initiatives and ultimately 

the vision, mission, strategic goals and supporting objectives set the groundwork for work plans to be 
established and implemented within the timeframe set within this Strategic Technology Plan - five years. For 

planning and tracking purposes, this timeframe is further divided for implementation of key initiatives into short

term (0-2 years) and long-term (3-5 years). 

Success of this plan requires: 

► Endorsement by city leadership

► Support from city departments

► Timely submission and approval of financial resources
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Long-Term 

6. Strategy Execution

• Develop QA/QC and testing framework
• Develop Release Management framework

This Strategic Technology Plan spans five (5) year representing the enterprise IT strategic goals and
objectives of the entire City of Phoenix. This plan serves as the city's overarching IT strategic plan for all
departments to align their departmental IT plans and internal operations over this timeframe. For those city
departments which have IT teams dedicated to supporting their operations, this plan is not intended to replace
essential department-level planning or internal strategies but rather provide enterprise guidance and direction
from which department plans and strategies can be built upon.

Within ITS, this plan will be foundational to its budgetary and resource planning activities as well as its
project/initiative prioritization efforts. These projecUinitiative prioritization efforts will be performed in close
coordination with the City Manager's Office and key stakeholders such as the city's Chief Innovation Officer, Chief
Finance Officer, and Budget and Research Director. No IT expenditures or related activities will be authorized
without a direct or indirect tie to the goals and objectives within this document or explicit approval by the
CIO. On an annual basis, this plan will be reviewed by ITS leadership for their progress in meeting the goals
and objectives as identified, herein. Annually, the city's CIO will also present to city leadership a "report
card" of their progress in achieving these stated goals and objectives and provide recommendations for
adjustment based on redefined city priorities (if needed).
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